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ABSTRACT Arabic natural language processing (ANLP) consists of developing techniques and tools that
can utilize and analyze the Arabic language in both written and spoken contexts. ANLP makes an important
contribution to many existing developed systems. It provides Arabic and non-Arabic speakers with helpful
and convenient tools that can be used in different domains. Modern ANLP tools are developed using
machine learning (ML) techniques. ML algorithms are widely used in NLP because of their high accuracy
rate regardless of the robustness of the data that is used and because of the ease with which they can be
implemented. On the other hand, the methodology of ANLP applications based on ML involves several
distinct phases. It is, therefore, crucial to recognize and understand these phases in detail as well as the
most widely used ML algorithms. This survey discusses this concept in detail, shows the involvement of ML
techniques in developing such tools, and identifies well-known techniques used in ANLP. Moreover, this
survey discusses the characteristics and complexity of the Arabic language in addition to the importance and
needs of ANLP.

INDEX TERMS Arabic natural language processing, classification, feature selection, machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Natural language processing (NLP) is a field of computer
science that seeks to create concepts, find methods, and con-
struct software that is able to comprehend, study, and produce
natural human languages to enable human interaction with
computers through writing and speech. In other words, NLP
helps computers identify the ways in which humans use
language.

Arabic natural language processing (ANLP) has attracted
many researchers after significant research has been carried
out on English NLP and that of other languages. Many
ANLP laboratories have been established. Recently, ANLP
has received more attention, and several applications have
been developed including text categorization, web page spam
detection, and sentiment analysis [1]–[3]. However, devel-
oping ANLP tools requires additional efforts due to two
principal difficulties: the combination of letters in the Arabic
language and the removal of diacritics that represent the
vowels [4].

Recently, ANLP tools are developed using machine learn-
ing algorithms. Machine learning (ML) falls within the

domain of artificial intelligence. The goal of such technolo-
gies is to enable computers to learn without explicit program-
ming. ML has been successfully applied in many difficult and
complex computing tasks (such as ANLP) without designing
and programming explicit algorithms. In addition, the range
of ML algorithms that yield satisfactory results has led ML
to become vastly involved in ANLP and NLP in general.

Different surveys in the literature describe and discuss the
difficulty and complexity of Arabic Language Processing (for
example, [5]). This article provides a comprehensive review
of ANLP-based ML systems. This survey focuses on the
following: 1) presenting the characteristics, challenges, and
complexity of the Arabic language to provide new researchers
in the field with brief background knowledge about ANLP;
2) stating the predominant domains that utilize ANLP appli-
cations; and 3) addressing the concept of supervised ML
techniques used to develop modern applications/tools based
on ANLP and identifying well-known techniques.

This article provides a brief background of the
Arabic language, its characteristics, and its complexity in
sections II, III, and IV, respectively. An overview of Arabic
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Natural Language Processing, along with the necessity of
and needs in ANLP are presented in section V. The involve-
ment of ML algorithms in ANLP and specifically in ANLP
applications is shown in section VI and VII, respectively.
Finally, a discussion of the challenges encountered in ANLP
applications and a suggestion for some solutions conclude the
last section.

II. ARABIC LANGUAGE
Arabic is an Afro-Asiatic language that developed in the
Middle East. More than 250 million individuals speak the
Arabic language across the world [1]. The Arabic language
was widely disseminated after the emergence of Islam,
although it existed centuries before the religion. As a univer-
sal religion, Islam has delivered the Arabic language to its
followers, estimated to be 1.5 billion people [1].

Historically speaking, Arabic is rooted in Classical
Arabic (CA), which has been used as the Arab peoples’
native language since 600 AD. It is associated with Islam
and the Quran. However, over the centuries, the language
has evolved and been simplified to create what is known as
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). The terminology and the
linguistic features of MSA differ from those of CA, but the
structure of words and sentences have remained. In addition
to CA and MSA, each region has a dialect of Arabic spoken
in the community (between friends and family) [5].

III. ARABIC LANGUAGE CHARACTERISTICS
The Arabic language consists of grammar, spelling, punctu-
ation marks, slang as informal language, idioms, and pro-
nunciation. Many characteristics make the Arabic language
distinctive [6]: 1) reading and writing in Arabic moves from
right to left. 2) The language consists of 28 characters. 3) In
Arabic, upper and lower cases are not distinguished, like
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean. 4) Numbers are divided into
plural, dual, and singular, with two genders–feminine and
masculine. 5) The language comprises several words formed
from roots, and several root words are composed of three
letters. 6) Verbs in the past tense are identified by suffixes,
and verbs in the present or future tenses are designated by
prefixes; for example, ‘‘dahabat’’ means ‘‘she went,’’ but
‘‘tadhabu’’ means ‘‘she goes.’’ 7) Sentences start with verbs,
followed by subjects, and are finished with objects for the
predicate@perio 8) Arabic tolerates the deletion of subject
pronouns (pro-drop language) like Italian and Chinese [5].

IV. ARABIC LANGUAGE COMPLEXITY
Arabic can be considered more complex than English. Arabic
writing does not possess vowels; rather, diacritics are placed
above or below letters. Modern writers have abandoned these
diacritics; readers are expected to understand the lost dia-
critics based on their knowledge of the language [5]. This
characteristic induces both structural and lexical ambiguity
in Arabic texts because various diacritics may lead to differ-
ent meanings [3], [8]. In SYSTRAN, an Arabic-to-English
transfer machine translation system, the ambiguity for a token

in MSA achieves approximately 19.2, while it reaches 2.3 in
most languages [5]. This ambiguity renders challenging the
Arabic Text translation.

Another complexity consists of dots, which are frequently
used in Arabic. The structure of many letters is similar or even
identical, so letters are differentiated by the number of dots
and their locations, such that the letters (n- , b- , t- ) all
have the same structure but with different dot locations and
numbers.

In addition, some letters possess diverse forms that rely
on their location in the word. Of the 28 letters in the
language, 22 take four different shapes each (at the begin-
ning/middle/end of the word, and at a non-linked letter). The
letter / ain/ can be used as an example here, as it is char-
acterized by the following shapes (‘‘ ’’, ‘‘ ’’, ‘‘ ’’, ‘‘ ’’).
The remaining letters hold two forms each (at the end of
the word and when it is not connected to another letter).
Moreover, nouns and adjectives in Arabic can bemasculine or
feminine [6].

Furthermore, vocabulary of the Arabic language can have
different meanings. For example, the word darkness has
52 synonyms, the word rain has 34, the word moon has 16,
the word light has 21, the word short has 164, the word long
has 91, and there are 50 synonyms for the word cloud [6].

Moreover, capital letters do not exist in Arabic, which is
a major characteristic in recognizing nouns in NLP contexts
[3], [7], [8], especially Named Entity Recognition discussed
in Section VII-A

Arabic also uses specific inflections; usually, a term may
be stated as a mix of prefix (es) (which can be articles, prepo-
sitions, or conjunctions), lemma, and suffix (es) (which are
objects or personal/possessive anaphora) [3], [7]. Figure 1 is
an example of Arabic inflection.

FIGURE 1. Example of Arabic inflection [9].

These complexities affect the translation task which cannot
reach a high performance compared to the translation of
English language to other languages. Two common machine
translation software (Google Translate and Babylon) are still
far from having a high accuracy in translating Arabic to
other languages [7]. Henceforth, the Arabic language requires
superior treatment. However, standard language processing
systems that are intended for other languages are incapable
of dealing with the Arabic language. The researchers are
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making great efforts in preprocessing the Arabic language
while considering these previous characteristics, which make
the preprocessing of Arabic texts very different from the pre-
processing of the other languages’ text. The tokenization and
the morphological Analysis are mainly based on the identifi-
cation of words and root of words. Nevertheless, the Arabic
inflection makes stemming (one step in the preprocessing)
difficult to perform. Even though many efforts have been
done in this regard, some improvements are still needed. The
preprocessing phase is discussed in detail in Section VIII-B.

V. ARABIC NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
A. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
NLP is an area of investigation that aims to enable computers
to analyze and use original text or human speech as it is
spoken to perform valuable applications. NLP researchers
seek to identify how humans manipulate language, which
helps them develop techniques and tools that allow com-
puter systems to handle natural languages and perform nec-
essary tasks. Several disciplines have formed the basics of
NLP, such as artificial intelligence, computer and information
sciences, linguistics, electronic and electrical engineering,
robotics, mathematics, and psychology. NLP has many appli-
cations in different domains, such as summarizing natural
language texts, machine translation, and language informa-
tion retrieval, among others. Many NLP applications are now
available in many languages such as Chinese, Arabic, and
English [2], [7], [9].

B. ARABIC NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
ANLP has become an exciting research domain. It involves
the development of techniques and tools using the Arabic
language. Numerous existing systems have been created for
different applications such as machine translation, informa-
tion retrieval and extraction, localization, and multilingual
information retrieval systems [11], [12]. These applications
encounter numerous intricate problems related to the struc-
ture and nature of the Arabic language.

C. NECESSITY AND NEEDS IN ANLP
Most developed ANLP systems are dedicated to allowing
non-Arabic speakers in the Western world to understand
Arabic texts. For example, sentiment analysis, machine trans-
lation, and Arabic named entity recognition are the most
commonly used ANLP tools [5].

ANLP is highly demanded in several sectors. For example,
the task of correctly identifying Arabic names is challenging
for non-Arabic government institutions. ANLP tools that scan
and recognize names, places, and dates are becoming neces-
sary and beneficial because they save time spent waiting for
language experts to carry out the task.

On the other hand, Google Translate and Babylon are
always looking for translating English sentences into Arabic
(or vice versa) by giving the meaning of each word
without considering the meaning of the whole sentence.

Machine translation intends to translate a sentence from one
language (e.g. Arabic), providing the closest meaning in an
alternative language(s) [13]. ANLP application can handle a
given text at the sentence level; to identify the order of the
words, grammar, and sense of the whole phrase, which is very
useful in machine translation tasks.

In the Arab world, several tools have been developed to
help understand the sentiments and impressions of users of
social networks. Marketing researchers and business owners,
in general, can take advantage of such tools. These tools usu-
ally give an indication of user’s impressions about a specific
product or place. An example of these tools is Salesforce
[http://www.salesforce.com/]. ANLP applications are useful
in accomplishing the task of sentiment analysis; they can be
used worldwide to identify the sense of words in addition to
morphological structure. They are also used at the sentence
level to recognize the sense of whole phrases.

VI. ANLP AND MACHINE LEARNING
Machine learning involves statistical techniques and algo-
rithms that permit the generation of structures in the learning
stage based on training data in order to predict results for new
data in the testing stage. The learning stage involves opti-
mizing a numerical measure to compute the parameters that
characterize a given algorithm’s underlying model. Existing
machine learning techniques are expressed as supervised or
unsupervised [14].

In supervised learning, training examples are annotated
with pre-specified class labels. Among supervised learning
techniques are Support Vector Machines, Maximum Entropy,
Neural Networks, and Bayesian Networks. On the other
hand, unsupervised learning consists of searching for sim-
ilarities between training examples, in the absence of pre-
specified class labels, to group data into clusters/classes.
The clustering approach is a common unsupervised learning
technique [14].

Machine learning techniques have evolved over the last
decade and have been useful in different domains including
ANLP [15], giving rise to several language-processing soft-
ware that rely on a variety of supervised and unsupervised
models [16]. In this article, we mainly focused on the super-
vised ML techniques as discussed in Section VIII-D.

Contrary to prior applications of language processing
tasks that encompassed manual coding of large sets of
rules [17], [18], machine learning techniques used in modern
NLP algorithms in different languages such as Arabic offer
many advantages:
• ML algorithms are used to automatically focus on com-
mon cases, whereas in the manual coding of rules, it is
not clear where the effort must be directed.

• ML algorithms can produce models for unfamiliar data.
• ML can be accurate by merely increasing the input
data, whereas systems based on the manual coding of
the rules can be effective only if the complexity of the
rules is increased, which is a much more challenging
task [19].
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VII. ANLP APPLICATIONS-BASED MACHINE LEARNING
Several applications of ANLP-based machine learning that
have been proposed in the literature are surveyed below, with
a focus on supervised techniques.

A. NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION (NER)
Named entity recognition (NER) refers to the identification
and classification of specific proper nouns into predefined
target entity categories such as persons, locations, and orga-
nizations. NER is usually integrated as a useful preprocessing
component of various ANLP applications [20], including
Machine Translation [7], Search Results clustering [8], and
Question Answering [21].

Contrary to English language, NER resources basedArabic
language are either not up to date or costly. Thus, researchers
have to build their own resources for research which require
human effort for annotation and validation. Consequently,
most of the available NER resources based Arabic language
are annotated manually rendering their use time consuming.
Moreover, the research studies in NER systems based Arabic
language have usually considered few entities (e.g. person,
location, and organization) from source corpora while other
entity types are being ignored. The reasons have not been
mentioned or investigated [20].

B. READABILITY ASSESSMENT
Text readability is defined as ‘‘the ease of understanding a
text due to its writing style’’ [22]. Text readability is used to
provide different reader groups with the appropriate texts. It is
widely used in education to select appropriate textbooks for
students, in healthcare to provide medical instructions under-
stood by the average patient, and in the industry to measure
the readability of user manuals of the products. ANLP tools
are applied to retrieve information or features that represent
text readability levels such as lexical, morphological, and
semantic features [23], [24].

English and other foreign languages have a long history
in the field of readability. Nowadays, Arabic readability
has drawn the attention of the Arab community. Most of
the research has focused merely on the use of shallow text
features such as features extracted after segmentation of the
words by simply counting words and characters. There are
more important features that reflect the readability of text
such as the attributes associated with the difficulty or unfa-
miliarity of vocabulary and the attributes measuring cohe-
sion and coherence between text elements. In addition,
researchers have mainly focused on the readability of MSA
and Pedagogical text. Focus should be directed towards
informal text as well (e.g. twitter tweets). Also, researchers
may have to examine the possibility of applying the meth-
ods of readability over text coming from other domains.
Moreover, providing such tools online and with friendly
interfaces is very important for all kind of users (e.g. the
teachers).

C. WEB SPAM DETECTION
Web spamming refers to actions that mislead search engines
into placing some pages in a rank that is higher than what
they deserve [3]. Web spamming can be very dangerous
because it spreads malware, which can affect users’ privacy
by obtaining sensitive information.Web spam detection using
ANLP tools are used to determine information and features
included in the content of web pages to ensure that only web
pages that present useful content are retrieved [18], [25]–[28].
This allows threats posed by suspicious web pages to be
mitigated [3].

The previous works on Web spam detection in Arabic lan-
guage have focused mostly on the use of features such as link,
content, or hybrid features [18], [26], [27]. However, more
sophisticated features (e.g. Language models) have not yet
been used. Although, studies in other languages (for example
English) have proved that, the application of languagemodels
besides other features has improved the performance of Web
spam detection tasks.

D. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Sentiment analysis, or opinion mining, attempts to analyze
people’s attitudes, opinions, and emotions regarding entities
like services, products, and organizations. It has immense
importance in social media monitoring, as it can provide an
overview of broader public opinions on specific topics. Social
media monitoring tools make the process quicker and easier
than ever before. Much research has been concerned with
studying sentiment analysis in Arabic using machine learning
approaches [29]. ANLP-based machine learning tools were
used in sentiment analysis to select the features from Arabic
public comments on Twitter [30], [31] and Facebook [32] to
correctly classify them.

Even though the preprocessing and feature selection steps
are extremely significant to improve the classification accu-
racy,some existing sentiment analysis studies did not include
these steps, for example, authors in [32] classified the input
texts directly without any preprocessing. Other sentiment
analysis applications (e.g. [30] and [31]) used tools, such as
RapidMiner and WEKA, in order to filter the Arabic text
tweets. Unfortunately, these tools have limited Arabic prepro-
cessing services. Some of them either do not include feature
selection process [31] or there are no sufficient methods for
selecting features from tweets [30].

Moreover, these studies depend on ‘‘in-house’’ developed
dataset of tweets/comments. So, it is more than important
to build efficient feature selection algorithms for any Arabic
text.

E. ARABIC TEXT CATEGORIZATION
Information generation and sharing expose the community to
a flood of content, which demands automatic text categoriza-
tion algorithms. Text categorization automatically assigns a
category to a document. The Arabic automatic categorization
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documents system has gained high significance in education,
health, and information sciences. ANLP tools were used in
text categorization to extract the top features from documents
and correctly classify them.Many investigations have studied
Arabic document categorization employing supervised ML
techniques [33]–[36], [63]. The Hadith classifier is one exam-
ple in this domain, which categorizes the talks of the Prophet
Mohammad (Peace be upon him, PBUH).

However, there is a lack of publicly available preprocess-
ing and feature selection tools and reusable libraries for
Arabic text documents. Therefore, the researchers are
required to build the preprocessing stage from the scratch,
which consumes lots of time and effort until a high accuracy
level is achieved. Most of the existing studies used different
swarm optimization techniques, including Bee Swarm Opti-
mization (BSO) [33], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
[34], [35] and Firefly algorithm [60]. These methods, in
contrast to others such as TF/IDF (term frequency / inverse
document frequency) [37], are very effective in selecting the
main features in Arabic text document.

F. WEB DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION
Web mining is an important technology due to the huge
amount of text information stored online. Web mining
involves using tools and techniques to rapidly retrieve desired
information from the web. Web document classification is
a critical technique in web mining and it refers to the pro-
cess of assigning an explicit document, based on its content,
to one or more predefined categories, which makes it easier to
manage and sort through the huge database of information on
the web [37], [68]. Several studies have examined web docu-
ment classification based on ANLP tools [38]–[40], [68].

For web Arabic document classification systems, the pre-
processing and the feature selection steps are very impor-
tant to enhance the classification process. However, in
[37] and [38] there is no mention to the filtering process.
In [39], the preprocessing stage is implemented but with low
impact on the documents. The feature selection employed
in [37]–[39] was based on TF/IDF; this feature selection
method has low impact on the classification process com-
pared to other sophisticated feature selection methods.

It is worthwile to build a standard tool that gather all
essential preprocessing and feature selection methods for the
Arabic data mining. There is no doubt that such tool will
mitigate the significant efforts, cost, and time of building
Arabic applications that require data mining and Machine
Learning processes. If we look at the other languages, such
as English language, there are many tools (e.g. WEKA) that
collect all efficient algorithms for data mining.

VIII. HOW ANLP IS EVOLVED IN MACHINE LEARNING
The ANLP applications we have described earlier use
machine learning approaches (mainly supervised) and have
recently attracted the focus of researchers. The develop-
ment of these applications often includes many phases,

as shown in Figure 2 and presented in detail in the following
subsections.

FIGURE 2. The typical phases of ANLP applications-based machine
learning.

A. CORPORA
The first step in ANLP-based machine learning studies is
data collection. These data are text samples that are suitable
for the concerned subject area. Few freely available col-
lected and classified Arabic corpora exist, such as Al-Nahar,
Al-Jazeera, Al-Ahram, Al-hayat, and Al- Dostor newspa-
pers [3], Hadith corpus [13], Akhbar-Alkhaleej corpus [8],
Arabic NEWSWIRE [33], Quranic Arabic Corpus [13],
corpus Watan-2004 [35], KACST Arabic corpus [42], BBC
Corpus [43], CCN Corpus [44] and Open Source Arabic Cor-
pora (OSAC) [45], NADA corpus [59]. These corpora have
been used in Arabic processing studies, especially in text cat-
egorization. For named entity recognition studies, benchmark
data exist such as ACE 2003 [46] and ANERcorp [41]. On the
other hand, for the other applications like spamdetection, sen-
timent analysis, readability, and web document classification,
benchmark corpora are still missing.

B. PREPROCESSING
Text preprocessing is a core natural language processing task.
It applies operations to create another form from the inputted
text. In ANLP, MADAMIRA and RapidMiner offer natural
language processing operations. MADAMIRA provides the
study of the structure of words and part of words (root
words, prefixes, and suffixes) in the Arabic language [47].
It includes the critical characteristics of the well-known
Arabic processing systems MADA [48]–[50] and AMIRA
[51]. RapidMiner consists of many preprocessing operations
including stemming, cleaning, and visualization. It is imple-
mented using Java and can be operated with any operating
system [52]. Data Cleaning, normalization, tokenization, and
stemming are common text preprocessing operations in most
ANLP applications. Table 1 summarizes these preprocessing
operations.
• Data Cleaning: comprises the removal and/or correction
of incorrect records from a data set [24], [31], [32],
[34], [35].

• Normalization: focused on the removal of inconsistent
variations of Arabic text [31]–[33].

• Tokenization: aims to detect and separate individual
words by eliminating additional components such as
punctuation marks, white space, and unique characters
[21], [30], [31], [53].

• Stemming: is used to reduce multiple forms of the word
to one form producing root or stem [30], [31], [33].
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TABLE 1. Summary of the preprocessing operations.

Benajiba et al. [21] presented an Arabic NER method.
In the preprocessing stage, they used AMIRA toolkit for tok-
enization. They stressed that, contrary to English language,
Arabic tokenization is significant and challenging because of
the Arabic’s morphological structure. So, it is primordial to
avoid any error in this stage in order to obtain accurate results.
They also prevented the removal of the suffixes to decrease
ambiguity of the text. Duwairi et al. [31] handled the senti-
ment analysis of tweets. They started by splitting the tokens
using colon, semicolon, comma, space. Then, they applied
the normalization on the tweets. After that, they removed
the Arabic stop words using a new dictionary integrated to
RapidMiner. This is done to overcome the deletion of the
negation that is considered as stop words in RapidMiner
while it is capital in the analysis of sentiments. Finally, they
used light stemming and stemming. The authors stressed that
the integration of the dictionary increased the performance
of their approach. Zahran and Kanaan [34] proposed a new
approach for Arabic text categorization. In the preprocessing
phase, they started by removing the non-Arabic letters. Then,
the normalization is applied. After that, the stop words are
deleted. The authors did not apply the stemming to avoid any
conflation with the same form of root.

C. FEATURE SELECTION
Dimensionality reduction or feature selection is a central
stage in pattern recognition, especially in ANLP applications.
FS aims to increase the efficiency and accuracy of ANLP
applications by selecting relevant words (sufficient features)
from a text document.

Not all the features (the words of the text document)
are useful for the classification stage because the large
dimensionality of features affects the performance of clas-
sification [1]. To overcome these challenges, many feature
selection methods are used in ANLP research such as
term frequency/inverse document frequency (TF/IDF) [54].
Moreover, Chi-Squared statistics (X2), information gain (IG),
Mutual information (MI) [18], and document frequency
and information gain [44] have also been used in Feature

Selection. In addition, Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [42], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [30], [55],
[57], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [43], Bee Swarm
Optimization (BSO) [14], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [19],
[36], [45], Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [56], and
Firefly Algorithm (FFS) [58] have shown to be promising.
Figure 3 shows the state-of-the-art feature selection methods
applied in ANLP from 2004 to 2018.

FIGURE 3. Classification of surveyed feature selection methods.

D. SUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES
Supervised learning approaches are related to a labeled train-
ing data. Several types of supervised classifiers exist. In the
following section, we will present a review of the most fre-
quently used classifiers in ANLP applications.

1) SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES (SVMs)
are well-known supervisedmachine learning techniques [53].
SVMs have been effectively employed in many problems
related to pattern recognition in fields such as bioinformat-
ics and biometrics. Regarding text processing, SVMs have
achieved the best results in text categorization and are used
extensively in NLP-related problems in different languages
such as Arabic for methods like readability prediction and
sentiment analysis [17], [24], [30]–[32].

2) NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFICATION (NB)
is the most straightforward and the second-most-used clas-
sifier. The Naive Bayes classifier is a prevalent technique
for text categorization that assigns documents to associated
categories such as spam or legitimate [28], [31], [32], [36]
and positive, negative, or neutral [30]–[32], [60].

3) DECISION TREES
have been used in many NLP-related classification prob-
lems [61]. In addition to the Naive Bayes classifier, Decision
Tree classifiers provide excellent results for spam detec-
tion [18], [25], [27], [28]. The decision tree classifier is a
favored machine learning technique because the model is
easy to understand. Abdallah et al. [62] showed that their
hybrid approach with the rule-based approach using decision
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tree performed better than the existing classifiers for Arabic
Named Entity Recognition applications.

4) k-NEAREST NEIGHBOR (k-NN) ALGORITHM
has been successfully applied to several problems related
to ANLP due to its simplicity (e.g., Extraction of Semantic
Relations between Concepts, [16]). The k-NN consists of
instance-based learning, or lazy learning, where the learning
is delayed until classification is conducted. k-NN is well-
known in sentiment analysis applications [30]–[32]. It is also
utilized in other ANLP applications for classification tasks
such as spam detection [28] and web document classification
[5], [40].

Wahsheh and Al-Kabi [28] applied three different clas-
sification algorithms to detect Arabic spammed Web pages
using content based analysis. The obtained results using
KNIME software showed that the k-NN (k = 1) achieved
better accuracy than the Naive Bayes and decision tree.
The main problem faced in this study is the lack of large
number of Arabic Web pages with valuable information.
Duwairi and Qarqaz [30] presented an approach for Arabic
sentiment analysis. They first generated an in-house dataset
by collecting and labeling tweets and Facebook comments
from the Internet using crowdsourcing. RapidMiner is then
used for the preprocessing purpose. Finally, Naïve Bayes,
SVM, and k-NN have been used for the classification task.
Results showed that SVM gives the highest Precision while
k-NN (k = 10) gives the highest Recall. The reason for these
results is the fact that the dataset is not balanced as the number
of negative reviews is larger than the positive reviews.

Several other classifiers have been used in different ANLP
applications such as Conditional Random Fields (CRF) clas-
sifier [15], Neural NetworkANN [33], Association rules [37],
LogitBoost [27]. However, these classifiers are not com-
monly used in ANLP literature as the classifiers discussed
earlier in this section, as shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. The supervised machine learning algorithms used in the
literature.

E. EVALUATION PROCESS
In ANLP applications, experiments are conducted to evaluate
these applications. The effectiveness measures are needed
to assess the performance of applications. These measures

represent the ability to take the correct decision and clas-
sify an Arabic text to predefined class. Many measures are
commonly used to evaluate the effectiveness of the classifiers
such as the accuracy, the precision, the recall, the F-measure,
etc.

IX. CONCLUSION
High-quality corpora are representative and balanced consid-
ering the genre or language that they represent. However,
one of the leading challenges in most ANLP applications
is having standard gold corpora where all text is tagged
correctly according to the most recent guidelines [64]. This
challenge is critical for machine learning that relies on data to
have the more accurate classification process. There is a lack
of specialized tools to aid in the process of data collection and
specifically in the Arabic language, considering all its types.
Data include corpora, gazetteers, etc.

One of the most important aspects that affects the perfor-
mance of text categorization is the existence of an adequate
number of classes. Furthermore, there is a need to have
representational and more accurate features from the text that
indicate the text representational class and capture as many
Arabic characteristics as possible. However, researchers can
take advantage of language-independent features, the features
that correlate across languages even though there is dissim-
ilarity between each language [17]. In sentiment analysis
applications, it is difficult to identify the direction of Arabic
sentiment terms in tweets. This difficulty may be due to the
complexity of the Arabic language itself and to the use of
Twitter as an informal channel of communication. The read-
ability measurement of Arabic text is still in the improvement
stage. It is difficult to identify features that affect the readabil-
ity of a given text. Choosing representative features affects
classification performance. Spam detection researchers are
still trying to identify the highest number of spam types.
However, as the number of new spam types increases every
year, this field should be up to date to eliminate the negative
impacts of these new types of spam. By considering the
features of a web page language, spam detection tools would
be highly effective at capturing spam content [25].

There is a need for tools and data collection that are tailored
to the Arabic language. These tools can be combined with a
standard and formal specification to annotate an application
representative text to create a gold-standard corpus. These
specifications can be consulted with experts in the field.
An initial attempt to create such a tool isMADAD [65], which
is a general-purpose annotation tool for Arabic text with a
focus on readability annotation. The same is also applied to
ANLP preprocessing tools. Arabic language characteristics
are intrinsically challenging for Arabic language processing
developers and researchers. The most notable characteristics
are the high inflection and the absence of capitalization and
punctuation rules. A few basic tools have been established
by ANLP researchers to process Arabic text such as sen-
tence splitters, tokenizers, and light stemmers. These tools are
used to prepare data for high-level processing stages. As a
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consequence of heterogeneity and interoperability issues,
researchers are continuously developing these basic tools
from scratch to be used in their projects. There is an urgent
need to have such tools that contain similar and interoperable
entities that can be used in one single project [66].

Moreover, we need to identify features that have an
effect on text readability either on the word level, sentence
level, or document level. An example of word level text read-
ability is the NER application, which can help tag common
entities in text and provide an indication of its readability.
NER applications are also useful in other applications such as
the process of identifying sentiment terms. This application
will have a high impact on the sentiment analysis field. NER
also has an impact on text categorization, where it helps
remove named entities that do not have an impact on classifi-
cation processes, such as people’s names and locations. Since
NER applications are essential in many fields, they must use
features and models appropriate to the nature of the language
used to have superior performance [67]. Readability mea-
surements are also used in applications like spam detection.
As almost all spam types represented as text are unreadable,
the use of an agent that measures the readability of dubious
text will be able to determine whether the text is spam.

This survey provided a comprehensive review of the avail-
able literature onANLP andmachine learning-based systems.
Although some papers only reviewed the English language
while others only reviewed ANLP machine learning tech-
niques, this paper provided a comprehensive view on ANLP,
covering this gap in the literature. This survey can serve
as an important theoretical foundation for researchers who
are interested in this topic. Additionally, we show different
ANLP applications and their significance in such machine
learning-based systems. Also, we present several systems
that utilize ANLP-based machine learning techniques, their
methodologies, challenges, and solutions. As this would lay a
foundation for researchers and technology practitioners in the
field providing them essentials about this topic. In the future
work, we will cover more systems that utilize ANLP-based
machine learning with semi-supervised and unsupervised
approaches. We will also focus on the Deep Learning which
is a new and interesting research direction.
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